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Savers Take
Control – a
bold vision and
roadmap

Stewardship –
chickens come
home to roost
at Persimmon

Carillion –
IFRS is the
real culprit

The Private Investor
Chairman’s Comment
You won’t be able to read this issue without feeling that ‘things have gone far enough’. But that feeling
may extend to the regulators and to government. So there’s a window of opportunity. In that context
Martin White’s articles have particular significance.
The extent to which we can create change depends on:
•

Volunteers. We need lots of you. We (I mean me) have been guilty of not going about this the
right way. Read my article on page 16 and think about what you can do and who you can find.

•

Influence. That comes from evidence of public support. That evidence comes from a membership
surge. If you are angry, have you recruited your friends? They may not realise that this is not just
an organisation for shareholder geeks but one that seeks to assert the rights of investors for the
benefit of all – an ‘investor’ being anyone who, now or in the past, has income in excess of
expenditure.

•

Money. This follows from membership.

That’s all I have to say this month. See you at the AGM.
Good luck!
John Hunter
Chairman

UKSA AGM
A reminder that our AGM will be held on Tuesday 15 May at 2.30pm at the RAF Club in Piccadilly. Refreshments will be available
from 1.45pm and after the meeting.
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Editorial
Shortly before we went to press we had a vivid reminder of the need for vigilance when shareholder rights
are threatened. Aviva had mooted plans to cancel non-redeemable preference shares at par, triggering a
slump in the whole prefs assets class and a forthright response from shareholder groups, including our own.
Peter Parry explains the full background on page 17, but the immediate takeaway is clear: concerted action
between groups such as UKSA and ShareSoc delivers more clout. The volte-face statement on 23 March
from Aviva’s CEO reflects that the group has ‘a duty to consider not just the financial implications of our
actions’. It acknowledges the need to ‘consider the impact to Aviva's wider reputation’ and to ‘restore trust’.
Still on the subject of joining forces, Rob McDonald provides an update on our collaboration with ShareSoc.
Rob has devoted a great deal of time to this matter and deserves plaudits for his calm analysis of the issues
and patient listening to the wide range of views held, sometimes passionately but always legitimately, by
our members.
Also in this edition we devote coverage to Savers Take Control (STC), a potentially transformative initiative
from Martin White. It seeks to go beyond what Martin calls ‘the limitations of polite and constructive
lobbying’ to harness the power of knowledgeable investors giving up their time to help others, with the
ultimate aim of changing savers’ behaviour. As well as a detailed account of the theory, Martin provides
two concrete examples of the practical application of STC.
Finally, we’re working hard behind the scenes to overhaul our website. It’s about more than just a fresh
look and feel. The new site that has been built, with help from Drupal developers specialising in the nonprofit segment, includes site-wide search and compatibility with mobile operating systems. It will go live
once the final few details have been dealt with.
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The Colossus Project
Rob McDonald
Colossus is the name dubbed to the project of the ‘merger’ between UKSA and
ShareSoc that was raised at last year’s AGM, when the Chairman presented the results
of the members’ survey on the matter. The name was not chosen at random and it felt
fitting for the job in hand.
Like some of our members, I have been involved in a number of large-scale business
transformation projects in a variety of roles, in project management positions and also
working at the coalface in technical/financial capacities. I’ve experienced projects from
both above and below and seen what succeeds and what fails. In my experience, and I
know others will agree, in such transformative projects the technical and legal hurdles
encountered, whilst sometimes challenging, are mostly outweighed by the headwinds
caused by the meshing of different cultures with the attendant emotional issues. It’s what the Project
Management industry likes to call ‘Change Management’.
All transformations require a degree of compromise on what may sometimes be deeply held convictions by
affected parties. Strong convictions can be useful drivers for any enterprise, but at the point where convictions
become entrenchment they are less helpful. For that reason the board was against the idea of any ‘red lines’ on
this project and have adopted a more flexible approach.
So, what progress so far?
Both boards met just before Christmas in a ‘getting to know you’ session. A project structure has been agreed,
teams formed and populated comprising Steering Group, Project Management, Policy, Events, Communications
& Media, Finance and finally Administration & Technical. Some of the UKSA team leaders have met their
counterparts in ShareSoc and will continue to meet. Resource availability will determine the pace of progress
for other teams and we are of course cognisant that Colossus must not impede any of UKSA’s other objectives.
Members of these teams have been given access to an online project management tool known as ‘Basecamp’
(at no cost to UKSA), which enables convenient access to discussions, agreements, team progress updates and
document organisation. This will become useful at later stages when e-mail traffic may get heavier and more
cumbersome. (ShareSoc have been using Basecamp for some time for tracking their multiple activities.)
Whilst initially the notion of merging UKSA with ShareSoc seemed like a simple idea, with what appeared as
fairly obvious benefits, it became clear as discussions progressed, both inwardly amongst our own members and
outwardly with ShareSoc, that rushing headlong into a full merger in the technical sense was not in either
organisation’s best interest. It is now recognised that while full merger remains the long-term goal and helps to
define the direction of travel, it is best pursued by entering into one or more interim states of formal collaboration
in a process that can be likened to a state of ‘living together’. It is possible that one of these interim states will
become a permanent state of collaboration, but that is certainly not the starting intention. Shifting sentiment and
flexibility of end goals is not uncommon in transformative projects.
The board has received some very positive suggestions and proposals from a number of members, along the
lines of supporting some kind of federation or alliance between UKSA and ShareSoc with a single umbrella
name, for the purposes of campaigning and communicating with the outside world. This would help obviate the
current confusion caused, when formal letters to regulatory bodies and the financial press etc. are signed by both
the UK Shareholders’ Association and the UK Individual Shareholders Society. It’s easy to see the potential for
getting the two mixed up.
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The next step on which to focus for greater collaboration comprises the three areas of Policy, Education and
Newsflow. Policy collaboration is well advanced already with some notable successes. Collaboration in
Education was already being explored before Colossus but will become part of the Project. Newsflow has yet
to be explored in any great detail.
In future it will be helpful to use the name Colossus when referring to this project, as the word ‘merger’ is really
too specific and implies an inflexible end goal.

Northern Rock
Dennis Grainger has updated us on the progress of the Northern Rock small shareholder compensation
fight.
Following our letter to Theresa May in September (in which we requested a brief meeting with her or her
political advisors to explain our latest evidence) we received the ‘stock reply’ from her Downing Street
office that the matter had been referred to the Treasury (which of course we did not want, as they were
involved in the original shenanigans and can hardly be regarded as independent or dispassionate
reviewers).
In due course the Treasury Minister responded to us, more or less saying: “You’ve had your independent
valuation review, so clear off. HMG is keeping the money to offset other bank-related losses suffered by
taxpayers.”
The items below can be found on our website at http://www.uksa.org.uk/action/northern_rock
•
•
•

Our reply to Theresa May of 14 March 2018
Our letter of the same date to Stephen Barclay, Treasury Minister
A copy of the latest ‘Summary’

Our finalised Main Report is nearly complete (but seems to be updated daily with the latest evidence or
news!) and will be posted in the very near future.
Dennis Grainger
Chairman
UKSA Northern Rock Small Shareholders Subcommittee

The group pictured in 2017 after delivering a
letter to the Prime Minister referring to the
government’s expected gain on the sale of the
bank’s assets
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Stewardship – chickens coming home to roost
Directors strike the jackpot at Persimmon
by Peter Parry
It is considered unsporting in shooting circles to shoot birds on the roost but
sometimes the shot is so easy and the birds are so stupid that it is hard to resist. In
this instance the ‘birds’ were the major shareholders in Persimmon, which
included Aberdeen Standard – formerly Aberdeen Asset Management. Members
may remember that, when the proposed LTIP for Persimmon Directors and senior
managers was approved by the major shareholders in 2012, UKSA wrote to them
asking why they had approved it. It was clearly flawed, offering the potential for
huge rewards to be handed out to directors and senior managers primarily for
distributing dividends. Axa was the only major investor that voted against it.
Responding to UKSA’s enquiry in February 2013, Aberdeen gave a number of
dubious reasons justifying their support of the scheme. They also added: 'Part of our responsibility as long-term
investors is to police the scheme and hold management to account; if it appears that not just the letter but also
the spirit of the scheme is being breached then we will look to take appropriate action.’
Persimmon made headlines recently when, much as UKSA had predicted, the Company’s LTIP paid out over
£110 million to chief executive Jeff Fairburn. In total, directors and senior managers in the Company are in line
to receive £750 million.
So what was Aberdeen’s response to all this? An article in the Financial Times on 22 February this year stated:
“Aberdeen Standard Investments, the Company’s (Persimmon’s) sixth-largest shareholder, criticised Jeff
Fairburn’s bonus as grossly excessive.”
Aberdeen’s self-righteous indignation smacks of utter hypocrisy. If Aberdeen was such a committed and
responsible long-term investor, what on earth was it doing sitting back and watching while the Persimmon LTIP
spiralled out of control? It certainly calls into question their suitability to be the stewards of other people’s
money.
With Aberdeen squarely in the cross-hairs, all I had to do was draft a withering letter to the Financial Times
and, so to speak, pull the trigger. The letter was published on 9 March (https://tinyurl.com/uksapersimmon). It
was well-received and I enjoyed an undeserved accolade for sending it. I say ‘undeserved’ because all the hard
work had been done by people like Eric Chalker and John Hunter who had been tracking the unfolding scandal
of the Persimmon LTIP since its inception in 2012. Drafting the letter to the FT was the easy bit.
Cut-and-paste stewardship reporting
Later this year the Financial Reporting Council will be launching a consultation on revisions to the Stewardship
Code. There were a number of ‘advance’ questions about possible changes to the Code in the recent consultation
on the Corporate Governance Code. The joint UKSA/ShareSoc response can be found on the UKSA website at
https://tinyurl.com/uksastewardship
This has provided an opportunity to ‘limber up’ ready for the main event on Stewardship. I have started a
scrapbook which already has some good cuttings.
The first cutting involves a piece of research sent to me by Sarah Wilson of Manifest, the proxy voting agency.
Sarah has forwarded research undertaken by Tim Powdrill at the International Transport Workers’ Federation.
The ITF has uncovered over 30 examples of Stewardship Code statements published by fund managers that
contain similar or, in some cases, identical text. In every case the statements, which are a regulatory requirement
under the Financial Conduct Authority’s Conduct of Business rules, are used to explain why those managers do
6
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not comply with the Code. The ITF is concerned that these investors provide meaningless reporting to justify
not complying with the Stewardship Code, or similar initiatives elsewhere. This leaves investors and the wider
public in the dark about how these managers actually approach their interactions with companies. This is an
issue which UKSA will certainly be raising when it responds to the Stewardship consultation.
Reappointment of the auditors; the monster-raving-loony vote
My second cutting is from Jonathan Ford’s column in the FT on Monday, 19 March. Mr Ford picks up on a
recent suggestion by Stephen Haddrill, who heads the FRC, that, in the wake of recent audit scandals, the
competition authorities should look again at whether the ‘Big Four’ auditors should be broken up into
consultancy and audit-only businesses.
As Mr Ford notes, there is nothing wrong with proposing anti-trust action against the accountancy profession.
It is heavily concentrated on a few big firms whose independence and objectivity could be compromised by the
lucrative non-audit work they do for clients. Their independence has been called into question by a series of
accounting scandals including at Carillion in the UK, BT’s Italian unit, Steinhoff of South Africa and Wells
Fargo in the US.
However, he goes on to note that, as Natasha Landell-Mills of Sarasin has pointed out, the major investors are
often unaccountably supine even in the face of failings that demonstrably hurt their interests – not to mention
those of their clients. At Wells Fargo millions of new customer accounts were fraudulently opened by staff to
meet internal performance targets. Despite the fact that the fraud was shown to have continued over a fifteenyear period, KPMG were reappointed as the auditors with a 97% vote in favour. At BT, where a £530 million
write-down was announced because of accounting misstatements at its Italian business, the auditors, PWC, were
not sanctioned by investors. Far from it; they were reappointed with more than 75% supporting. It was a similar
story at Domino’s Pizza. The auditors for the last sixteen years, EY, had their contract renewed by a 97% vote
despite the news that the chain had paid illegal dividends for ten of those years. There is no reason why any of
this should be so. Investors are free to set standards for audit firms and, if these are not met, to vote for their
dismissal.
This all reflects the dismal standards of stewardship shown by many of the large funds. Too much of what is
currently required for compliance with the Stewardship Code involves simply demonstrating that, as a fund
manager, you are doing nothing more than exercising your vote – or getting a proxy to exercise it for you.
Whether the way the vote was exercised makes any sense seems to be irrelevant.
The FRC may have felt that the Corporate Governance Code only needed minor updates. It is clear that the
Stewardship Code requires fundamental overhaul. UKSA and ShareSoc will be preparing a joint response to the
consultation when it comes out. Members are encouraged to send us their views on current standards of
stewardship, examples of failings and what should be done to address them.

Save the Date – 3 July – What auditors do all day!
On Tuesday, 3 July PWC will be running a half-day event for UKSA and ShareSoc members on the world of
audit. The event will be held at PWC’s offices at 1 Embankment Place (off Villiers Street), London. The
afternoon will start with registration and lunch from 12.30 p.m. and will finish at about 4.30 p.m.
The full programme will be circulated nearer the time, but it will include sessions on the role of audit and the
future of audit. Following recent cases in which company audits are widely believed to have been deficient, this
should be an interesting and lively session. PWC are expecting plenty of questions from members.
There should be plenty of places for all those who wish to attend. Further details of the programme for the
afternoon will follow.
7
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The Carillion disaster – real culprit is the IFRS accounting
system
by Malcolm Howard
In January 2018 Carillion plc went into liquidation, with massive liabilities on the
company’s pension scheme. This disaster resulted in many employees losing their
jobs and every employee having to accept a reduced pension. On top of this, subcontractors working for the company lost money and the banks lost millions of
pounds. So who is to blame for this fiasco? Naturally, the directors are being called
to account and the auditors might be asked why they signed off the 2016 accounts
with a clean bill of health when they knew there were problems with certain large
contracts. However, the real culprit is the IFRS accounting system introduced in
2005. Until then accounts were drawn up under UK GAAP (generally accepted
accounting practice), which was based on principles that had stood the test of time
for hundreds of years.
I explained in my November 2017 article in ‘The Private Investor’ that under UK GAAP there were three prime
safeguards, all of which were abandoned by IFRS.
The most important safeguard that was abandoned was the ‘Prudence Concept’, that stated that assets must not
be overstated and liabilities must not be understated. Historical cost was replaced by ‘fair value’, which is
defined as ‘the amount for which as asset could be exchanged between knowledgeable, willing parties in an
arm’s length transaction’. The problem is that ‘fair value’ is merely an assessment, unlike historical costs
accounts, which were factual. Worse, IFRS accounting standards not merely sanctioned imprudence, but forced
accountants and auditors to be imprudent. ‘Fair value’ had to be applied even where there was no market for a
particular asset, and where a company was in trouble and had to sell an asset at a distressed price the accounts
had to show the full fair value. Development costs, including branding, could be capitalised and the directors
could decide whether or not to amortise. Likewise with goodwill, the directors could decide not to amortise.
With historical cost at least you knew what had happened; now it is all about judgement. With the concept of
prudence being abandoned, directors could, as was the case with Carillion, have an ‘aggressive’ accounting
policy, the effect of which was to overstate profits.
IFRS has seemed to blur the distinction between capital reserves and revenue reserves. Under UK GAAP if a
property was revalued upwards, then the difference between the old value and the new value would be debited
to the asset and credited in capital reserves. Under IFRS such an unrealised gain is taken as profit in the Income
Statement, which in turn increases revenue reserves. Therefore, you can no longer tell if the figure stated as
‘revenue reserve’ is distributable or not. This has a legal importance.
Section 830 of the Companies Act 2006 states:
(1) A company may only make a distribution out of profits available for that purpose;
(2) A company’s profits available for distribution are its accumulated realised profits, so far as not
previously utilised by distribution or capitalisation, less its accumulated realised losses, so far as not
previously written off in a reduction or reorganisation of capital duly made.
(source: www.legislation.gov.uk)
Wherever we have aggressive accounting, it is relatively certain that profits will be overstated and what has
clearly been happening, regardless of the Companies Act, is that companies have been paying more in dividends
that could be justified if the concept of prudence were being applied.
If the concept of prudence were to be applied to IFRS accounting, then:
•
8
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•
•
•
•

Where it was known that a particular asset would have to be sold at a distressed price, then ‘fair value’
would be equal to that distressed price;
Unrealised gains would be credited to ‘capital reserves’ and not taken as profit;
Intangible assets would be written off, unless the directors had good reason to believe there was any
value. Even here, goodwill should be amortised over time;
Where large contracts are subject to stage payments, then a ‘part sale’ should only be taken when the
stage payment has been received.

The truth of the matter is that both the Income Statement and the Balance Sheet, put together under IFRS
accounting standards, cannot be relied upon when making investment decisions. The plight of Carillion aptly
demonstrates that IFRS accounting is fanciful nonsense. Their 2016 accounts showed the company to be solvent
(assets exceeded liabilities), but they were in fact insolvent.
The only statement that can be relied upon is the ‘Cash Flow Statement’, as the majority of the balances shown
are ‘actual’ rather than ‘fair value’. It is a fact that in a properly run business cash generated will equal net profit
over time. In any one accounting period there will be ups and downs, but if a company shows consistent profits
with debt continually going up, we know that there is something wrong.
Some companies involved in the Private Finance Initiative (and others) have expanded fast by acquisition, often
paying too much for a business, giving rise to a high level of goodwill. Sometimes the acquisition has not led to
the expected increase in profitability, so a key question is: does goodwill have any value? The truth is that
neither goodwill nor other intangible assets have any real value. If a company has to sell assets to stay afloat, it
cannot sell much (if any) of its intangible assets, as any sale will be at a distressed price. So if we are judging
whether a company is technically solvent or not, the advice is to ignore intangible assets. If by doing so the
Balance Sheet goes negative (liabilities exceed assets), then the company is technically insolvent. Given the
lack of understanding of IFRS accounting, it is not surprising to find a number of companies with a high
valuation based on their share price that are actually technically insolvent. A number of these companies are
shown below (all figures are taken from their latest published accounts, being the full year in 2016 or half year
in 2017):

AA
Babcock
Balfour Beatty
Capita
Centrica
Interserve
Kier Group
Serco

Shareholder’s
Funds
£ million

Intangible
Assets
£ million

Net Value
£ million

per share
pence

Net debt
£ million

per share
pence

(1,871)
2,410
757
408
2,666
347
508
397

(1,291)
3,263
1,162
2,754
4,383
504
803
662

(3,162)
(853)
(405)
(2,346)
(1,717)
(157)
(295)
(265)

(518)
(169)
(59)
(353)
(31)
(107)
(302)
(24)

(2,618)
(1,313)
(32)
(1,923)
(3,980)
(391)
(128)
(132)

(429)
(260)
(5)
(289)
(72)
(268)
(131)
(12)

What is interesting is comparing the current share price with the net asset value per share excluding goodwill,
as this amounts to the ‘goodwill’ built into the share price. What puts companies at risk of becoming another
Carillion is a combination of being technically insolvent and having a high level of debt. The end only comes
when the company needs more money and the banks are not prepared to lend anymore, but in the current climate
there is evidence that banks are beginning to get nervous. We are already seeing that the threat of a hard Brexit
is badly affecting consumer confidence. Many restaurant chains are in trouble and the retail environment is
deteriorating. Maplin and Toys R Us recently fell into administration and Carpetright announced it was
struggling and negotiating with its bankers. Retail stocks where the company has a high level of debt must be
considered high risk along with others who have a negative balance sheet.
It is always ‘events’ that push companies over the edge. We are being told by the Bank of England that interest
rates will increase in the near future. This would be one such event.
9
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The share price quoted was the closing price on 28 February 2018.

AA
Babcock
Balfour Beatty
Capita
Centrica
Interserve
Kier Group
Serco

Net
Value
£ million

per
share
pence

Share
price
pence

Goodwill
per share
pence

(3,162)
(853)
(405)
(2,346)
(1,717)
(157)
(295)
(265)

(518)
(169)
(59)
(353)
(31)
(107)
(302)
(24)

80
652
265
176
143
55
1,037
91

598
821
324
529
174
162
1,339
115

Some shareholders buy into companies involved in the Private Finance Initiative because of their high yield.
What they don’t seem to realize is that if the dividend increases net debt, they are paying themselves with their
own money. Carillion paid high dividends, but in doing so they reduced the company’s capital; unfortunately to
such an extent that they fell over the cliff.
The concept of IFRS is illogical. For example, under IFRS proposed dividends do not appear in the income
statement because they have yet to be authorized by the shareholders. Nevertheless, this is a liability in the same
way that a deficit on the company’s earnings-related pension scheme is. Both liabilities might not happen, but
both liabilities should be shown in the balance sheet. IFRS goes to great lengths to take unrealized profits. A
paid for ante-post bet should be shown as a cash advance, but it is defined as a ‘financial instrument’, so forecast
profit must be taken.
If the Prudence Concept were to be reintroduced and only realized profits could be taken in the income
statement, then ‘Carillion’ type disasters would be avoided as corrective action could be taken long before the
company arrived at the cliff edge.

Editor’s note: Readers inspired by this article and wishing to know more are recommended to read Warren
Buffett’s 1984 essay on the distinction between economic and accounting goodwill at the end of his 1983 letter
to shareholders, which can be found at http://www.berkshirehathaway.com/letters/1983.html

The long view – from John Hunter
I'm reading a book called 'The Wisdom of Finance', which is much more interesting than its title, and from this
I pinch a quote from Confusión de Confusiones, written in 1688 by José de la Vega (me neither) about the new
financial markets (trading just one stock – Dutch East India Company) and including a parable in which a
'shareholder' describes the market to a friend:
"I really must say that you are an ignorant person, friend Greybeard, if you know nothing of this enigmatic
business which is at once the fairest and most deceitful in Europe, the noblest and the most infamous in the
world, the finest and most vulgar on earth. It is a quintessence of academic learning and a paragon of
fraudulence; it is a touchstone for the intelligent and a tombstone for the audacious, a treasury of usefulness
and a source of disaster, and finally a counterpart of Sisyphus who never rests as also Ixion who is chained to
a wheel that turns perpetually."
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Why is changing things so hard?
Reflections on the period since we started UKSA and some radical conclusions – and
challenges
by Martin White
If we look back to 1992, prior to starting UKSA there was no organisation in the UK
set up to represent the interests of private investors. Many other countries had got there
some time before. One of the reasons for this may be that there were less developed,
and less competitive, services for investors in those other countries so that they had a
gap to be filled relative to the UK.
What got UKSA off the ground was disgust at developments in executive pay. The
privatisation of public utilities was a case in point; some of us will remember the
protests at the hike in pay of the chief executive of British Gas. A single letter in the
Investors Chronicle got a number of responses, and then we were off.
From the beginning, probably the strongest focus was representing private investors in general. The motivation
for joining was never really seeking individual investment advantage of any kind; it was to be part of something
set up to make a difference. And it wasn’t just the lot of private investors that we cared about. We recognised
that good company behaviour was a plus for the whole of society, so we had this very much in our sights too.
One of the initial papers that we produced was titled “the rights and responsibilities of shareholders”. Of course,
being part of a network of individuals interested in investment can be helpful to one’s investment performance;
there are lots of contacts, situations and insights I would personally have missed out on but for UKSA.
Over the years, our representational, or policy, work has been moderately effective. That is to say that when
questions of public policy came onto the agenda, usually in the form of Government consultations, very small
UKSA teams worked hard to put in good quality responses and these were certainly listened to. Officials are
generally quite aware that most of the responses they get, on pretty well anything, are from or on behalf of
commercial organisations with an axe to grind. So whilst we were often a single voice representing individual
investors, our efforts were appreciated and taken seriously. And that work continues today; from 1992 to 2018,
we’ve been at it for 26 years now!
The limitations of polite and constructive lobbying
So, 26 years on and what have we achieved? Well, we’ll never know what policy decisions would have been
made by Government had we not been putting in our pennyworth, but let’s face it, the world for the individual
saver in general is probably a bit worse, and as for the behaviour of the corporate world overall, that’s so much
worse as to be a fairly constant scandal. Persimmon, Carillion, Tesco, Sports Direct – the list is never-ending.
Why the bad picture on corporate behaviour? One of the very best accounts of the underlying problems came
out in the early 2000s. Donald Butcher, UKSA Chairman at the time, and I went to a launch meeting on this –
a substantial paper by Robert Monks and Allen Sykes entitled “Capitalism without owners will fail”. You can
find it at http://archives.ragm.com/libraryFiles/100.pdf; I suggest taking and saving a copy just in case it
disappears from the public domain.
So: “Ownerless corporations?” Really? Yes – this term was given some publicity by Paul Myners, a City grandee
who did a stint in the last labour government – and a great speaker who has spoken at a number of USKA events.
The point is this: for a variety of reasons (including some that cause us great concern) there are now fewer and
fewer of what we might call “true shareholders” on companies’ share registers, and instead there will be the
name of the nominee company. If you have money in ISAs or SIPPs, then even if you do take the (cost-effective
and intelligent in my opinion) self-select route, picking individual companies and investment trusts yourself,
then you will still be invisible to the companies you invest in. As members will know, we have been campaigning
to change this state of invisibility, and Eric Chalker has worked hard on this, but we have to face the fact that
the current situation suits many financial sector actors quite nicely. For example, without our knowing, the
nominees sometimes enter into “sale and repurchase agreements” commonly known as “stock lending” for a fee
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that we don’t see – a process that oils the wheels of the short-term gambling business that is short selling and
derivatives.
In practice, companies are controlled, or at least influenced, by the main preoccupation of those who do the big
buying and selling, namely the investment management sector. And, for various reasons too complex to go into
here, this sector does not act as if they are owners; instead we have a situation where “short-term share price
performance is everything”.
We all know the extent to which the current focus on short-term results is deeply embedded in our national life.
Encouraged by the mainstream consensus on “necessary incentives”, executives are led to expect that “getting
rich quick” is an appropriate objective and a just reward for presiding over a period when the company’s share
price rises. That leads to the suggestion that you won’t get the best company leaders unless you do offer them
really vast rewards. Well, I simply don’t believe that. It’s a message that it greatly suits the establishment to
keep repeating, as it continually increases the “going rate” for company leaders, but the way I look at it is that
it attracts the wrong kinds of leaders, and may even corrupt the right kinds of leaders. It’s not as if the problem
is not widely recognised; in the UK we had the Kay Review in around 2011, and just before that the EU did a
study into “short-termism and excessive risk-taking”. Out of these came some good ideas, which didn’t really
get anywhere. And the reason they don’t get anywhere is quite simply that they don’t suit those in power, the
“establishment”. And the establishment runs much deeper than you might think. Even various think tanks and
charities get donations from the corporate sector. I have attended plenty of meetings to discuss corporate
governance issues, and I have found absolutely no appetite to address the matter of executive pay. I often manage
to put a very direct question to the panel on this, and almost without exception there is an uncomfortable
shuffling and they all want another member of the panel to answer. I normally get no answer at all.
The true power is with the financial sector (by which I mean mainly the investment advice, investment
management, and investment intermediation industries, including some aspects of banking), which is very
profitable on the back of society’s generally limited financial awareness and capability, and whose own pay
levels often mean that they cannot with credibility challenge pay in the corporate non-financial sector. They also
have huge lobbying budgets; what we get in consequence is regulatory capture. It’s not just the Tories; even
Labour MPs sometimes end up with jobs in the financial sector, and there are well known cases of senior
regulators getting senior jobs in the financial sector. I’m not alleging inappropriate behaviour by individuals,
but regulatory capture is an insidious thing and difficult situations can develop without any evil intent.
What is to be done? I am completely convinced that the “normal” ballot box and the normal processes of
democracy are not going to change the system. That’s not to belittle our democratic process in the UK; I believe
that it is quite easy for individuals to feed ideas into government and media and be listened to. But the
fundamental block to getting anywhere is that “limited financial awareness” problem. And I am convinced that
“more financial education”, which is often put forward as the solution to everything, won’t work either. People
need much more support than just financial education – and one of the main themes in my set of radical ideas is
providing just this. We are not going to make much difference until we start changing the behaviour of savers,
and how to do this is 90% of the challenge that I am now going to set out.
A new UKSA project: “Savers Take Control” (STC)
(The website now has a dedicated page at http://www.uksa.org.uk/Savers_Take_Control)
I first wheeled this idea out at an event last September organised by the Transparency Task Force to mark 10
years on from the run on Northern Rock. And you can see my presentation on our website by scrolling down
the news pages. You can even find it easily by just googling “savers take control”; I’m rather pleased about that!
I had just 20 minutes to give the presentation, so I put a lot of detail in the slides so they could provide sufficient
information and context to someone reading them later from scratch.
What’s so radical about STC? Many things, but I would highlight the following:
• Independent of all arms of the establishment;
• Essentially a charitable motivation, the aim being to help the whole of society;
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Purely dependent on volunteers, including volunteers with very deep knowledge of the operation of
investment, of the financial sector and the world of corporate governance – many of whom will be retired
from the financial sector but with energy and passion to contribute.

Whilst we will build up a wide network of friends and advisers, some of whom will be reluctant to actually join
UKSA, the core UKSA STC team is to be completely independent from financial and corporate sectors. For me
this is completely vital and non-negotiable. We do not want there to be any hesitation in proposing ideas that
will upset the status quo, or will challenge the accepted wisdom in areas such as executive remuneration and
incentives, or even financial education. We will be very happy to work with and talk to anyone, including those
that disagree with us, but I’m not going to compromise on that independence. But people who are now retired
from the financial sector may well fit the “no conflict” test; indeed I often come across such people who feel
that lots of things need to change but who have been unable to speak up whilst still working in the sector, and
we already have some new recruits from this source.
I want to build an element of public awareness of what we are doing, and why, from the outset. As well as any
existing members who want to engage with the project, I am expecting new people to join UKSA who hear
about what we are doing in the media, and share our passions. We don’t need many people to start with, but we
do need a mix of skills and experience to join the core team. Including presentation and media skills; we don’t
just need the technical thought-leadership types. But enjoying collaborative working, including when we don’t
all quite agree with each other and are learning as we go, is really important. Ultimately I would expect that
UKSA as a whole will benefit greatly from the new talent that is attracted to us by STC.
In order to work towards the kinds of changes that, as I have explained above, the existing establishment will
simply not support, I have concluded that we need to work concurrently on developing a number of ideas and
resources. We think in terms of two broad areas of need for change. They are: A) improving the lot of the
ordinary saver and investor; and B) influencing the behaviour and culture of the corporate sector. It is essential
to work on both, and to do so publicly, and the initial requirement is for what we might call “collaboratively
minded thinkers” who share our diagnosis and passion for change.
As already mentioned, having no conflicts in relation to the areas where we want to influence is a pre-requisite
for joining the core STC project team. So if you work in the investment management sector, or the financial
advice sector, great, you can join UKSA but not the STC team. But it’s broader than that; existing company
directors and advisers, and senior executives, are also likely to be conflicted. One of the key themes of STC is
that the relationship between company managements and shareholders (including here the true underlying
owners, the individual pension fund members and savers in pooled vehicles) is one of stewardship. And, most
importantly, stewardship involves the steward not helping themselves to the assets that they are there to steward.
Anything that causes a focus on share price is a huge problem. And that includes share options.
So what’s the proposal? No doubt the team will develop better and more snappy terms, but the two concurrent
and extremely challenging work streams are:
1) Investment solutions and financial capability for individuals; and
2) Principles of stewardship and corporate behaviour, including relationships with both shareholders and
employees.
Some PR/media activity will be needed soon, when we have sufficient credible material on our website to
approach the media with. And the key message we want to get out in the first instance is that we are looking for
people to join the core STC project term, so this will need a good story for the media to understand and react to.
We envisage a number of events taking place from time to time, some closed to members only, some much
more outward facing. We will work steadily, taking care not to tackle too much too quickly.
This is an exciting journey into the unknown. I think it’s going to be fun. We are now at the first step in what,
if it does any good and makes some useful changes, will take some years, and the organisation we develop to
achieve it will itself develop, and one can’t predict at the outset just what that development will look like. Ideas
welcome, providing you are in sympathy with the main principles! E-mail stc@uksa.org.uk. I have written a
couple of short pieces on each of these two work streams in this issue of TPI. I hope you enjoy them.
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Protecting new pensioners
by John Hunter
One of the areas of argument when friends of UKSA gather together is whether we
should concentrate our limited resources on shareholder issues only or whether we
should concern ourselves with wider issues of investment and saving.
I’m in the latter camp. The trouble with the former approach is that the affairs of
private shareholders are a hard sell. After all we’re just rich old guys with time on
our hands moaning about our ‘rights’, aren’t we? And well able to look after
ourselves. No, for me the way forward is to promote the voice of the individual as
a force for good in addressing faults – either moral or economic – in the wider
financial system. I have some support for this attitude from both our magazine title
and our strapline – both of which refer to ‘private investor’ and not ‘private
shareholder’.
This is my excuse for writing about the scandal of the British Steel Pension Scheme (BSPS).
As background, you will know that pension freedoms introduced in April 2015 allow pension scheme benefits
to be taken in current cash instead of future income (subject to a number of quite complicated provisos). Further,
scheme members can choose on maturity to have their benefits transferred out of their scheme to another
provider – called a Defined Benefit Transfer. (In passing, I believe this to be a staggeringly irresponsible
development, pandering to an industry that knows a gravy train when it sees one, and to an electorate that
recognises the attraction of having a party today and getting someone else to pay for the consequences
tomorrow).
The risks were of course recognised. But the authorities took some comfort from the protections provided by
the trustee system of pension fund governance backed by the Pension Regulator, the strength and sophistication
of the financial advice industry and the regulatory controls around that industry.
And then along came the threatened insolvency of TATA Steel UK – the successor to British Steel.
In seeking a rescue it was necessary to deal with pension fund obligations. The pensioners were offered three
options: stay in the scheme (which effectively meant taking a benefit cut as the scheme entered the Pension
Protection Fund); transfer to a new scheme, with better benefits than the PPF; or transfer out.
The first problem was that ‘stay in the scheme’ was the default option, although transfer to the new scheme
would have been advantageous for the great majority. The pensioners needed advice to determine that was so
(although generic advice would have sufficed, as the W&P Committee report demonstrates). Local sources of
advice were overwhelmed. In the event 25,000 pensioners (20%) chose the inferior default option.
Meanwhile the plant was besieged by advisers offering transfer options. Extraordinarily, in a heavily regulated
industry determined to avoid adviser bias, it appears that ‘conditional charging’ is permitted, whereby a fee is
paid to the adviser only if the transfer is made. Many were, and cases of abuse continue to emerge. 2,000 have
currently exercised the transfer option, with an average transfer value of £400,000, amounting to £800 million.
Research through a national sample of 88 cases by the Financial Conduct Authority – the regulator responsible
– has found that less than half the transfer advice given by regulated advisers was demonstrably suitable. Further,
where transfer is recommended just 35% of the products recommended were demonstrably suitable. Nationally,
transfers are being taken at the rate of 100,000 per year. To quote the Committee report: ‘Another major misselling scandal is already erupting and we therefore call on the relevant bodies to treat this as such and take
urgent action’.
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Of course this is right, but we need to attack root causes. One is the lack of basic financial education, creating a
climate of ignorance in which it is easy for this sort of scam to flourish. That is why UKSA and ShareSoc have
begun a joint education initiative to try to find a way to help. It’s a very long-term project – we meet every three
months – but private investors don’t need to be persuaded of the merits of long-term thinking.
Time to get angry.
You may want to read the report of the parliamentary Works & Pension Committee, a body chaired by Frank
Field. It tells a gripping story extremely well, it doesn’t mince its words and it tells you all you need to know
about the false confidence that reliance on rules and regulation can engender. It was published on 15 February
2018 and you can find it at https://tinyurl.com/parlcommittee. Some extracts from the report follow.
Extracts from the Committee report
From ‘Conclusions and Recommendations’
Contingent charging gives rise to an inherent conflict of interest. The theoretically independent adviser is only
paid if they advise a particular course of action. The FCA acknowledges this concern, but hopes that guidance
and careful monitoring will ensure adequate consumer protection. This model has failed BSPS pensioners. The
FCA’s own national research also gives cause for great concern. Another major misselling scandal is already
erupting and requires urgent action.
Many BSPS members were shamelessly bamboozled into signing up to ongoing adviser fees and unsuitable
funds characterised by high investment risk, high management charges and punitive exit fees.
From ‘Summary’
Unsuitable advice on DB transfers is not confined to BSPS members. Research by the Financial Conduct
Authority (FCA), which regulates advisers, shows that only half of such advice nationwide meets its standards.
Yet over 100,000 people a year are taking DB transfers on the back of this advice. Another major misselling
scandal is already erupting and we therefore call on the relevant bodies to treat this as such and take urgent
action. A key driver of poor advice is contingent charging. Genuine independence is not compatible with a
charging model that only rewards advisers for recommending a particular course of action. We recommend a
ban on contingent charging for DB transfer advice.

Beaufort Securities
Readers may be aware that in early March the Financial Conduct Authority used special powers to shut down
Beaufort Securities, the small-company stockbroker specialising in AIM-listed mining stocks.
The FCA has appointed administrators to protect assets. The Financial Times reports that investigations have so
far evidenced £800m in investments such as pensions and ISAs and £50m in trading accounts. Clients are
unlikely to get all their money back.
If you have any experience with Beaufort Securities that you would like to share with other members, we would
like to hear from you.
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Can you help UKSA?
by John Hunter
Periodic appeals for new volunteers appear in The Private Investor – for marketing, for the website, for policy,
for the events team, for the accounts, for branch leaders. The response might charitably be described as
disappointing. But it’s occurred to us that we are going about this the wrong way. We are not a commercial
organisation with paid employees; if we were we would have a defined structure with defined slots and we
would recruit to fill those slots. But we are not. We are a member organisation ‘staffed’ entirely by volunteers.
The thing about volunteers – us – is that we only do what we want to do.
So we shouldn’t be trying to match people to jobs; we should be trying to match jobs to people. We should be
laying out everything we can think of for which a member might like to volunteer and which has some value
for UKSA. If volunteers come forward, it gets done. If volunteers don’t, it doesn’t. That’s the iron law for
voluntary organisations anyway. We have brainstormed everything that might be useful if somebody
volunteered to do it. The result is below. If anything strikes you, contact me or the office or any other Board
member. Just as valuable, if you can add to the list, do the same.
Volunteer opportunities
1)
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
i)
ii)

Membership
Redesigning the ‘member welcome’ process
Form – or become part of – ‘member welcome’ team
Design ‘member leaving’ process
Form – or become part of – ‘member leaving’ team
Form – or become part of – team to track Twitter friends and target them for membership
Help Nick’s team with a process for schmoosing guests at company visits to become members
Form – or become part of – team to design and implement a process for recruiting members at AGMs
Set yourself a personal annual target for introducing members
Offer to be Rob’s ‘ideas person’ – think up ways of getting new members, help him get volunteers to implement them. e.g. (brainstorm):
Organise a competition run through TPI for ‘most introduction of new members’
Ask members to target fellow members of their investment clubs, create process to help them

2)
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Policy
Join the policy team – offer support in reading or writing policy matters related to your particular skill set
Track particular newspapers and draw attention to anything relevant either for reading or response
Ditto particular journalists
Track particular institutes or regulatory bodies, drawing attention to any matters relevant to policy
Attend as UKSA rep at open forums, seminars or announcements

3)
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

Media & communications
Join the Twitter team
Manage the media list – names supplied by others, you keep it organised
Contribute marketing experience – create/implement marketing ideas
Form – or become part of – news identification team to get items on the website
Write for TPI
Contribute design ideas for TPI
Join the website team – updating, or organising, or designing

4)
a)
b)
c)
d)

Admin & technical
Advise on our Data Protection procedures
Help with setting up modern communication procedures
Introduce website technologies – blogs, videos, improved subscription procedures and reminders, integration with Facebook and Twitter
Manage the web-hosting relationship

5)
a)
b)
c)

Finance
Overview the financial record-keeping
Advise on further automating the process
Prepare the annual accounts, supervise accountant’s review

6)
a)
b)
c)

Events
Join the events team as an organiser to extend the number of companies we visit
Design & promote a company ‘recruitment’ process to help new organisers as above
Help coordinate company visits nationally

7)
a)
b)
c)
d)

Board
Take over as Minutes secretary
Volunteer for trial as director
Volunteer as director
Volunteer for (part of?) a director’s duties but below Board level

8)
a)
b)

STC Project: Savers Take Control
Investment solutions and financial capability for individuals
Principles of stewardship and corporate behaviour

9)
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

Other
Understudies for all posts
Start new branches (social/interest groups)
Be available to help at conferences (proposal, organisation, execution)
Draw attention to corporate misbehaviour in companies that you follow
Be part of a team that follows up on them
Develop and/or manage contacts with UKSA-equivalents in other countries
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Aviva preference shares campaign
by Peter Parry
On 8 March the normally sleepy world of irredeemable preference shares received a shock of seismic
proportions. The insurance giant, Aviva, announced that it was planning to cancel 450 million of its irredeemable
preference shares. Although the shares were listed as being irredeemable, a legal loophole gave Aviva the right
to cancel the shares when it chose and refund investors at par. The proposed action by Aviva hit the market for
the whole of this class of shares hard, with some issues falling by 45% on the day of Aviva’s announcement.
UKSA and ShareSoc immediately started a campaign to oppose Aviva’s plans. Cliff Weight of ShareSoc led
the campaign drafting letters to Aviva, the FCA and the FRC which were jointly signed by UKSA and ShareSoc.
Cliff also worked closely with Mark Taber, an expert in fixed-income securities who has successfully fought
many past battles on behalf of private investors in bonds. Even a number of institutional investors were up in
arms and made their views clear to Aviva.
We emailed UKSA and ShareSoc members and urged them to write to their MPs about the issue, the dangerous
precedent it was likely to set and the potential damage it would cause to the reputation of the London Stock
Exchange. Suffice it to say that, just as members were getting ready to ruin their MPs’ Easter break on account
of Aviva, the Company announced on Friday 23 April that it was backing down and would not go ahead with
its plans.
This action has been another excellent example of how joint working between UKSA and ShareSoc has been
enormously effective. On this occasion we have collaborated to add pressure of our own as well as contributing
to a wider campaign that was gathering momentum. Not only have we worked together we have also managed
to ensure that our campaigning approach and strategy were coordinated with other third parties to achieve
maximum effect.

Savers Take Control
Two project themes presented by Martin White
(please see main article on page 11)
Theme 1: Investment solutions and financial capability for individuals
This project work stream has a very ambitious long-term objective, and I think a unique intention for how to
achieve it. These two features can be expressed very simply as follows:
•
•

The aim is ultimately to help everyone, not just the most sophisticated and wealthy (and obviously not
just UKSA members!)
The leadership of the project, and all the thinking, is to be done by unpaid volunteers who are
independent of the financial sector, and who therefore have no conflict with there being ultimately a
massive reduction in the share of the national wealth which is extracted by the financial sector.

It is important to be clear about the “help everyone” objective from the outset. And that this is clear to journalists
who may take an interest.
It is vital to recognise that achieving aims this ambitious means there is a long road ahead. You have to start
with what you can actually achieve, one step at a time.
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Funnily enough, John Kay wrote a book that’s entirely relevant to this kind of difficult challenge, called
Obliquity. This was about the fact that you can’t achieve complex goals directly, you have to go in the general
direction towards those goals, and continually re-evaluate where you are, re-plan, etc.
I see stage one of this project mostly involving existing investors, and also people who already have the skills
and attitudes that mean they will learn rapidly and be able to work out many things for themselves. What I hope
we can develop is some “investment solutions” that make sense and, most importantly are inexpensive. The
critical aspect of “inexpensive” is avoiding annual percentage charges, pretty well altogether. And the main
route for this is self-select services, where there is no stockbroker or intermediary taking an annual percentage
charge. That argues strongly against most managed funds. And it also disqualifies “platforms” who charge an
annual percentage of everything you hold through them, but they may be OK if there is an annual platform
charge cap, like £200 per annum. However, taken together, financial advisers and other intermediaries and fund
managers are able today to take thousands of pounds from some individuals every year.
One of the reasons that the financial sector gets away with such murder in terms of its charges is what is
euphemistically called “information asymmetry”.
As well as simple and inexpensive “investment solutions”, people also need an understanding of the investment
fundamentals, including how to deal emotionally with market fluctuations and with uncertainty – the
unknowability of the future.
A successful stage one of this project would be the establishment of the UKSA STC project as a force for change,
where people could begin to come to us for information, help and fellowship in learning about how to think
about and manage their long term finances. All within the regulatory constraints of not actually giving “regulated
investment advice”. I’m not thinking much beyond Stage one at this point; there are lots of potential options for
bodies we could work with – we could even develop course material that could be used in evening classes. But
a growing body of people who are clued up about, and enabled to insist on, inexpensive solutions would have
an impact on the competitiveness of the financial sector, and the whole of society should benefit.
The term “Savers Take Control” itself derives from savers taking control of their own finances, and ultimately
taking control of the investment-related part of the financial sector as intelligent customers, rather than the
current situation where the financiers and their marketing spin are effectively in control of everything!
Theme 2: Principles of stewardship and corporate behaviour, including relationships with both
shareholders and employees
This project work stream is about developing a set of principles that we can campaign for companies to adopt,
and we can also work to persuade the managers of passive funds to vote for in respect of all of their holdings. It
is important that they are extremely well thought out and subjected to challenge, and this is exciting work for
those of us who are interested in it. Whilst we can start out initially talking amongst ourselves, it will be
necessary to develop a series of discussion papers, and to hold meetings and do things that attract public attention
and interest.
There are all sorts of organisations that engage in “worthy” corporate governance discussions. So why should
we make any impact? The answer is simple: our independence from the financial and corporate sector and our
absence of attachment to the status quo, especially the status quo regarding executive pay. Because the principles
we come up with will have the result of reducing executive pay in many instances. We don’t start completely
from scratch; there is quite a bit of OK academic research and commentary on leadership and motivation, and
we can make use of this and engage with the authors in some instances. To whet your appetite, one interesting
story, which can be found on the Reputability website, is “Roads to ruin”
(https://www.reputability.co.uk/files/press/Roads_to_Ruin_The_Analysis.pdf), where a study was made of a
range of different corporate disasters, and in every case the problem was found to originate at board level.
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Here are some of the questions we already have on the agenda (I have lots of thoughts under each question but
will hold back on them for now):
1) Apart from having the appropriate technical skills for the business, what are the personal, human qualities
we want in company leaders, and what are the most important principles to challenge them on in terms of
the corporate culture and how it impacts on the employees?
2) What are the broad business objectives we want to charge the Chairs of our companies with, in their role
of “Chief Steward” – which is how I believe they should be viewed and expected to think.
3) Do you attract the right leaders by giving them a chance of getting very rich quite quickly and setting out
certain objectives which, when achieved, trigger massive wealth transfer to them from shareholders? And
would the right leaders make and pass proposals like the incentive scheme at Persimmon?
4) How do you attract, and perhaps equally important, identify and develop, good leaders from within
companies?
5) What should intelligent and responsible interaction and dialogue between company managers and
shareholders look like?
6) What would need to change for shareholders themselves to think in terms of companies’ long term wealth
creation capabilities, as opposed to short-term measures like share prices?
It is interesting to note that section 172 of the current Companies’ Act, reads as follows:
“172 Duty to promote the success of the company
(1) A director of a company must act in the way he considers, in good faith, would be most likely to promote
the success of the company for the benefit of its members as a whole, and in doing so have regard
(amongst other matters) to—
a)

the likely consequences of any decision in the long term,

b)

the interests of the company's employees,

c)

the need to foster the company's business relationships with suppliers, customers and others,

d)

the impact of the company's operations on the community and the environment,

e)

the desirability of the company maintaining a reputation for high standards of business conduct,
and

f)

the need to act fairly as between members of the company. [Ed: the Aviva preference story comes
to mind here!]

(2) Where or to the extent that the purposes of the company consist of or include purposes other than the
benefit of its members, subsection (1) has effect as if the reference to promoting the success of the
company for the benefit of its members were to achieving those purposes.
(3) The duty imposed by this section has effect subject to any enactment or rule of law requiring directors,
in certain circumstances, to consider or act in the interests of creditors of the company.”
The view of many people is that there is actually nothing wrong with Section 172 – the law is OK, the problem
is that the principles are not really thought about when deciding what gets a “well done” within companies. A
bonus-driven culture simply is inconsistent with S172.
As ever, all comments and suggestions are welcome.
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CURRENT UKSA EVENTS
A photo ID is requested, please bring it with you!

Shareholder meeting with HSBC Holdings plc – Tuesday 17 April 2018
Location
Start
Room capacity

HSBC Offices, 8 Canada Square, Canary Wharf, London, E14 5HQ
11.30
50

Company contact
Group leader / UKSA
organiser

Alexandra Keable
Phil Clarke – Tel: 01689 834479 E-mail: pjejclarke@outlook.com

Shareholder meeting with RWS Holdings plc – Monday 23 April 2018
Location
Start
Room capacity

MHPC Communications, 6 Agar St. London, WC2N 4HN
15.00
30

Company contact
Group leader / UKSA
organiser

Gerald Roberts – Tel: 07764 614937 E-mail: zeami@gmx.co.uk

UKSA BRANCHES – If no contact name or number is given, please contact UKSA office
Branch name
Leader
Administration
London & South East Harry Braund 020 Tony Birks
Region
8680 5872
01322 669 120
harrycb@
ahbirks@btinternet.com
gmail.com
Nick Steiner
London
Individual meeting
company visits
organisers
Specialist company
David Lowe Adrian Under review
visits
Phillips
Croydon & Purley

South West

North East

North West

SmartCo
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Harry Braund 020
8680 5872
harrycb@
gmail.com
Peter Wilson
01453 834486
07712 591032
Brian Peart 01388
488419

Julian Mole
07870 890973
julian.mole@
btinternet.com
Charles Breese

Tony Birks
01322 669120
ahbirks@btinternet.com
Peter Wilson
01453 834486
07712 591032
Julian Mole 07870
890973
julian.mole@
btinternet.com
Julian Mole 07870
890973
julian.mole@
btinternet.com
Charles Breese

Main purpose
To co-ordinate activities in
London and the South-East

Description
Meetings in Croydon three
times a year

To arrange private meetings
with companies
To arrange and/or
participate in events in
conjunction with investor
service companies
Social meetings to discuss
investment issues

20/30 meetings per
year individually arranged
Meetings with small-company
management, for experienced
investors only

To arrange and develop
activities for members in the
region
To arrange and develop
activities for members in the
region

Company visits and social
events as arranged

Meetings in Croydon monthly

Company visits and
social events as arranged

To arrange and develop
Company visits and
activities for members in the social events as arranged
region
Arranging access to 'Smart Programme awaiting
Companies' – those with the start-up
potential to make good
investment returns from
benefiting society at large

